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Jesus’ Extraordinary Treatment of Women - Franciscan Media

In interpreting the Christian narrative, I am making disputed judgments in this often-testy theological conversation. There are many ways to speak of the narrative; mine is done with a Lutheran accent, an accent that is usually associated with the center of the Western Christian tradition.
The Story Of Discipleship: Christ, Humanity, and Church in ...
Our Mission. We, the Disciples LGBTQ+ Alliance, are members of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), called to join in God’s work of transforming the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) into a just and inclusive church that welcomes persons of all gender expressions and sexual identities into the full life and leadership of the church.

Jesus’ Female Disciples: The New Evidence - a timely new ...
The Disciples in Mark: The Function of a Narrative Role Created Date: 20160808184951Z ...

The Disciples In Narrative Perspective
Although redaction approaches have typically answered this question affirmatively, a narrative reading of Matthew highlights the ways the disciples frequently misunderstand both what Jesus is called to do and what he intends for his own followers.

The Disciples in narrative perspective : the portrayal and ...
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The Whole Biblical Narrative
Her surprise is included in the narrative: “How can you, a Jew, ask me, a Samaritan woman, for a drink?” (John 4:9). Jesus not only speaks with her but also enters into a prolonged dialogue, a dialogue which recognizes and honors her thirst for religious truth.

Jeannine Brown | Bethel University
The biblical narrative establishes that an originator, “before” time or any other reality exists, begins
creating reality. Rephrasing: In eternity, a condition of no time, no space, no energy, no natural laws, no anything – that is, nothing, no-thing, no realities – transcendent God begins creating realities.

**The Disciples in Narrative Perspective: The Portrayal and ...**
Do the disciples in Matthew really understand Jesus, his mission and his message? Although redaction approaches have typically answered this question affirmatively, a narrative reading of Matthew highlights the ways the disciples frequently misunderstand both what Jesus is called to do and...
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**Inhabiting the Christian Narrative: An Example of the ...**
8Brown, Disciples in Narrative Perspective, 41. 9 One might argue that these characters’ faith is quite different from the faith of John the Baptist in Matthew 3.

**The Role of John the Baptist in Matthew’s Gospel**
Until now, the women in the Bible have been split broadly into “pious onlookers or repentant prostitutes”. But in Jesus’ Female Disciples: The New Evidence, Bible experts Helen Bond and Joan Taylor are determined to prove that the women in the greatest story ever told have been gradually side-lined and all but erased.

**The Lord’s Supper in narrative-historical perspective | P.OST**
The Story of Discipleship turns a critical eye to certain stories which can help us better understand three central biblical narratives: that of Jesus, that of fallen humanity, and that of the community of
disciples known as the church.

**What Is a Narrative Perspective? | Pen and the Pad**


**Review of Jeannine K. Brown The Disciples in Narrative ...**
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Review of Jeannine K. Brown *The Disciples in Narrative Perspective: The Portrayal and Function of the Matthean Disciples*

**Reading Matthew across the Centuries | Bible Interp**
The Lord’s Supper in narrative-historical perspective. 1 May, 2015 - 13:09 ... What I want to consider here, then, is the significance that the meal had for the disciples of Jesus and the early Pauline churches as part of the story—or better stories—of eschatological transformation in which they were engaged. How do the narrative horizons ...
Narrative perspective refers to a set of features determining the way a story is told and what is told. It includes the person who is telling the story, or the narrator, as well as the character from whose point of view the story is told, or the focalizer. These factors, combined with a narrator's limited or ...